social cognition: "how people make sense of other people and themselves" +{Fiske, 1991 #4842}
Attitude: "a persistent tendency to feel and behave in a particular way toward some object"
{Luthans, 2002 #5282}
attributions: "people's causal explanations for events in the social world" +{Fiske, 1991 #4842}
people influence environment

Definition

people perceive

important
because people
are not things

people judge the self
people have non observable attributes play a big role (e.g. their opinion), are complex, and
accuracy difficult to establish,
people change

Intergroup phenomena

Why is it important

{Turner, 1987 #527}

categorization

identification to social group

see influence: early Yale/Hovland tradition: change of attitude

see also, not treated here

see person/situation: search for disposition
Lewin: soc behavior depends on perceptions

Social Psychology heavily cognitive

Other people influence our actions, present or not
Person as a thinking organism

psychology: introspection (Wundt), soo overwhelmed by ...
Dominance of Behaviorism - Watson, Skinner – Attitude irrelevant

Historical and
Framing

Historically:
lens
model
(Brunswick
46)

History

1. “person perception”—lens model, where there exists an
objective reality, and to understand it, we need to look at it, and
measure it

A. The Objective
Approach—compare the s’s
judgment of the stimulus to the
scientist’s judgment

2. inconclusive results and fuzzy objects—measuring an objective
reality to compare to a subjective reality was problematic in most
cases.
3. most criticized successfully by Cronbach

inconclusive results, fuzzy object, missing theory, bad math
{Brunswick, 1947 #4709}
{Lewin, 1951 #4618} imported Gestalt approach to SocPsy: indiv perception is more
important than reality
Approaches:

person vs. situation factors
cognition vs. motivations

elemental: in introspection psychology
holilstic: in gestalt

Main assumptions

schema: a cognitive structure

Mentalism

attributions, etc.

Commitment to processes
Festinger, Heider
Perception creates emotions, motivate cognitions

Consistency Seeker

many variants were developped
critique: difficulty to predict which inconsistency is perceived
Rational model of people

Naive Scientist

Models

cognitions an outcome of rational analysis

Motivation plays a minor role
Normative model, so what people should do, not what they do
Unfortunately, people are not fully rational, so errors
a descriptive model: what they really do!

Cognitive Miser

errors are intrinsic of cognitive system
No motivation

Motivated tactician

debate affect vs. cognition
see +{Fiske, 1991 #4842} chp10

*{Festinger, 1957 #165}
“"Dissonance is a negative drive state which occurs whenever an individual simultaneously holds two cognitions
(ideas, beliefs, opinions) which psychologically inconsistent"
Dissonance is unpleasant, so necessary to add consonant cognitions, or change existing cognitions
1- it assumes that people know their own cognitions.
Theory

Consistency
Seeker /
Cognitive
Dissonance

2- it supposes that the elements of cognition are responsive to reality. The reality which impinges on a person exerts
pressures in the direction of bringing the appropriate cognitive elements into correspondence with that reality
3-the presence of dissonance gives rise to pressures to reduce or eliminate the dissonance
4-when dissonance is present, in addition to trying to reduce it, the person actively avoid
situations and information, which would likely increase the dissonance
• 1. Logical inconsistency;

Four cases:

• 2. Cultural mores: Violations of appropriate behavior;
• 3. Inconsistency between a cognition and a more encompassing cognition (a Democrat votes Republican);
• 4. Past Experience: Effect or result is opposite of past experience in the same situation.
Brehm (1956) – choosing between appliances,
Elrich et al: supportive essays,

o Studies:

Festinger and Carlsmith (induced compliance),
Aronson and Mills (severity of initiation),
Aronson and Carlsmith (forbidden toys),
Darley and Cooper (failure to induce compliance),

Good
empirical
verifications

except selective exposure - people tend to seek out in the first place those messages which will be a 'repetition
and elaboration of their old experiences'
Brehm (1956) – dissonance and decision: Rate appliances, pick two that are rated the same, make someone choose
between them, they’ll then downgrade their rating of the one they didn’t choose.

see a review in +{Aronson, 1969 #4774}

many predictions possible, which reduces the validity of theory

more critiques?
Dispositions are assumed to exist
1. Common Sense Psychology / Heider

common senses psychology
"Behavior engulf the field" {Heider, 1958 #2849}, p54 cited in +{Jones, 1987 #4483}
{Heider, 1958 #2849}

{Jones, 1965 #4686}
2.
Correspondence

Goal of perceiver is to draw inferences about another person's behavior: "person-perceiver's fundamental task is to
interpret or infer the causal antecedents or action" {Jones, 1965 #4686}
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Correspondence
Inferences
/Jones-Davis
65

Covariance of actor's behavior with effects reveal intentions

Law of non common effects

If ambiguity, consider social desirability

Theory

We know what people intend by considering the differences between what they did and didn't do
We know what people are by considering whether others would have done the same
"affiliative tendencies increase with increasing anxiety and hunger, and
that, for anxiety, ordinal position of birth is an effective discriminator of
the magnitude of the affiliative tendency."

5.
Emotional
Lability
/Schachter

+{Schachter, 1959 #4619}

attribution of physical arousal depends on cognition. If good cognition, no
misattribution, if no or misleading cognition, then misattribution and behavior

*+{Schachter, 1962 #457}

+{Zajonc, 1985 #5036}

possibility of describing mechanism expressed emotion -> cognition?
more on emotions?
*+{Bem, 1972 #2343}

• criticizes dissonance theory, claiming it is merely self-judgment of one's own behavior
based on the context of the situation.
a shift from motivational/drive models to information processing/attribution models.

a "cold" move

• Yet his disproving experiments are inconclusive and contradicted by other experimenters.
"Individuals come to know their own attitudes, emotions and internal states by inferring them from observations of
their own behavior and circumstances in which they occur. When internal cues are weak, ambiguous, or
uninterruptible, the individual is in the same position as the outside observer"
physical arousal to be perceived, then find an explanation of it
Schacter & Singer (1962) – Emotional attribution: Inject people with epinephrine,
either explain effects correctly, incorrectly or no explanation at all. Then put
people in situation with confederate showing emotion – do they incorrectly
attribute their emotional state by interpreting the behavior of the confederate?
Answer is yes.

*+{Schachter,
1962 #457}

4.
Bem
Self
perception

ex: Love and the bridge: men approached by a women
on a scary bridge perceive more attraction!!!

Two factors
/
Attribution

{Dutton, 1974 #4623}

Tricking into thinking there is an arousal,
triggers attractiveness too
{Valins, 1966
#4624}

Debate:
could it be
cognitive
only?

Valins (1966) – Emotions and belief: Emotion can be generated by cognition –
give male students pinup photos, give false feedback about heartrate on
particular photos and then ask them to pick a favorite. They then rate those
as more attractive and even stick to the choices post-debriefing. Effects of
bodily changes may depend partly on informational value to appraiser.

Zanna Cooper nevertheless prove that there
are arousal properties of dissonance (so not all
rational)

*+{Zanna, 1974 #4682}

+{Lepper, 1973 #3071}
Aronson and Mills – Initiation Severity: Women join boring sex group but first have to do
embarrassing things to get in. Those who were initiated like the group better.
overjustification
theory

Aronson and Osherow (1980) – Jigsaw classrooms: Reduce group tensions through interdependent
activities with equal status.
Iyengar & Lepper (1999) – The value of choice: Compare asian American kids and Anglo-american kids in situations
where they are given personal choices, no choice or choice by an ingroup member. Asian American kids show most
intrinsic motivation in the choice by in group member (mom or class vote) situation, Anglo American kids show the
most intrinsic motivation in a personal choice situation.

Critiques

based on the fact that empirics show that individuals do not want to
self-attribute when negative consequences

contradicts self perception theory

Self
Justification
+{Staw, 1976
#5002}

When a person's behavior leads to negative consequences, instead of changing his behavior,
he will cognitively distort negative consequences to more positively valenced outcomes
leads to escalation of commitments

+{Kelley, 1973 #4476}

{Thibaut, 1959 #4621}

Synthesis on dissonance/self percep (bem)
"an effect is attributed to the one of its possbiles
causes with which, over time, it covaries"
Dimension
/ ANCOVAR

+{Kelley, 1973 #4476}

consistency
Ancovar cube

distinctiveness
consensus

plus a few
other rules if
covariation
not
conclusive

Observation and
Analysis

If external cause is inhibitory, then internal
cause is over evaluated

Augmentation

Discounting

3. Covariation /Kelley
Different weighting ??

"the role of a given cause in
producing a given effect is
discounted if other plausible causes
are also present"

+{Kelley, 1973 #4476}, p113

Actor: high, low, low
Object: high, high, high

Same as Jones/Davis Correspondence, with addition of consistency
"a conception of the manner in which two or more causal factors interact in relation to a
given effect" (kelley 72)
An assumed pattern in ancovar analysis

Causal schema

Bits of information are matched to schema
Ex: entity attribution, person attribution, reciprocation, transitivity
Interplay of preconceptions vs. new information?

Naive
Thinker
(Norm.)

Additional issues?

Simple vs. complex schemata
Error illusions

Actually interplay strongly

simple rather complex

Difficulty to gain full information from consistent data set
Inverse pb: making too much out of small number

{Tversky, 1971 #4687}

shift from socpsy to Social cognitive tradition
Observers prefer to identify actions in terms of the actors intentions
Identification

Actors intention may be ambiguous, but observer resolve it with rules
Observer often identify actions with traits

Operating sequences
Process of
ordinary

Attribution

anchoring-adjustment: first disposition, then situation (quattrone 82)
Coherence

Integration

Structure functionally
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y
personology
+{Gilbert,
1998 #4646}

Impression function autonomously from the triggering behavior
see more in Gilbert 98 p110

Operating characteristics

Idealism: trying to see the world as it should be, and not as it is
Egotism:Motivation vs. cognition debate
Sources of Errors

see more in Gilbert 98 p123
back to Jones/Actor vs. Observer (FAE)

Realism: believing one's perceptions are reality
Circumstancialism: fail to take into account circumstances
Molecular and Atomic Errors
faulty discounting of the environment
Error comes from ideology

{Ichheiser, 1943 #4689}

Error is maintained by invisibility
Error happens automatically

present also in correspondence theory

Fundamental
attribution
error

{Jones, 1965 #4686}

+{Ross, 1977 #4984}

Original formulation

Traits literature corrupted by FAE
Is it a problem
for researchers?

Mischel proposed the term “personality coefficient” to describe “the
correlation between .2 and .3 that is found persistently when
virtually any personality dimension inferred from a questionnaire is
related to almost any conceivable external criterion”

"the actor's view of his behavior emphasizes the role of environmental conditions at the moment of action.
The observer's view emphasizes the causal role of stable dispositional properties of the actor".

+{Jones,
1987
#4483}

"there is a pervasive tendency for actors to attribute their actions to situational requirements, whereas
observers tend to attribute the same actions to stale personal dispositions

Robust
experimental
verifications
Actor
vs.
observer

{Mischel,
1968
#4690}

Ross, Amabile & Steinmetz – Game shows: Randomly assign contestant and quizzer, people
think the quizzer is smarter than the contestant.
Ross, Bierbrauer and Hoffman – Attribution and Group Judgement: Give subjects a reason why the
confederates are giving the wrong answers (payment motivation) and conformity drops.
Effect data: rather equivalent

Informational context

Cause data: equivalent for environement, but not for actors'
Historical: temporal context is different
Context is different

Information processing

Focus is different: holistic for observer, outward director for actor
Tendency increase if observer is also and actor, and dependent on the focal actor
Informational bias: sampling bias,

Naive
psychology
of
actor/observer

Effect
of
attributions

Personality
as a trait
package

Observer

Very sustained
even if
over-attributed

Information processing bias: seeking consistency
Linguistic distortions: toward trait
terms instead of environment
Rarity of disconfirmation

Focused on environment constraints
Actor

Can assume that everyone is like him
Or even the opposite: overestimating his uniqueness

Personality traits are things other people have

Reactance theory (brehm 66): reactance to behavioral freedom

Could it be to excuse oneself on circumstances?

Motivational influences?

Maintain self esteem?

No: the cognitive bias are there, even if no motivation

focus perceivers on a particular member of a dyad and that person is perceived to be more
central and causative
o False Consensus Effect/Naive Realism: We think others are more like us than they
actually are, we think we are more different from others than we actually are
+{Rosenthal, 1968 #5626} in the classroom
see +{Jones, 1986
#4890} for a
discussion of effect
of expectancies,
including pygmalion
effects

False consensus

&Pygmalion effect

+{Snyder, 1977 #4998} : Male and female communication without seeing each other. Males
given pictures of prettier females then act more flirtatious. As a result, women is friendlier
and ranked higher. Man believes that woman was inherently attractive, even after
debriefing.
{Eden, 1982 #2613}; {Eden, 1984 #2612};
*{Eden, 1992 #152} for org contexts

+{Ross, 1996 #4986}

social behavior can be altered by misattribution
on productivity and turnover

+{Brodt, 1981 #4800} modify shyness through symptom misattribution

+{Seligman, 1986 #4993}

positive attribution (external and changeable) salesmen fare better

see stereotyping
various relational / attributional mechanism contribute to inequalities
difficult to establish proper test
internal or external
attribution of
success/failure

+{Bettman, 1983 #4793} don't resolve hot/cold: attrib for failure are inform, success is
motivationally based
see also {Bowman, 1976 #2382} for attribution of failure

effects depends on individual differences in attributions
Critique

+{Baron, 1994 #2315}

+{Chapman, 1982 #5627} for illusory correlation

attribution mechanism may be linked to culture

locus of control: internal vs. external {Rotter, 1966 #5763}

+{Morris, 1994 #4955}

some results that collectivist culture member will make less FAE
results mixed

(C)opyright Fabrice Cavarretta, 2003-2005
All maps from http://ot.cavarretta.com
Contrast to rational model
Cognitive model

Main premise behind cognitive view of behaviour “behaviours and outcomes are better
understood if we focus on the cognitive processes that influence those behaviours and
outcomes” (Gioia & Sims, 1986)

Psychologist ( {Fiske, 1984 #170}): how people make sense of people and of themselves
Sociologist: what social constraints on cognitions
Data driven (bottom up) or theory driven (top-down)
o schemas

Schema: theory driven
{Fiske, 1984 #170}

"people cognitive structures that represent knowledge about a concept of type of stimulus"
see person/situation: search for disposition" +{Fiske, 1991 #4842}
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Very efficient testing method based on judging based on a list of adjectives

Att

Configural Model

Origin
of
Social
Schema

Asch

Construal of personal attribute: first impression is
not weighted more heavily, it changes the meaning
of later information

??Construal??/

Halo?
Primacy

Construal and credibility: "little rebellion, now and then, is
good thing" is judged differently if coming from Jefferson
or Lenin

{Asch, 1946 #4688}

Schemas
+{Fiske,
1991
#4842}
chp 4
and
5

interpersonal choices tend to be transitive

{Homans, 1950 #2883}

Balance theory

{Heider, 1958 #2849}

role schemas: stereotypes
person schemas: traits, person in situation, goals
Type of Schemas used

self schemas
event schemas (scripts)
content-free schemas: balance, linear ordering, causation
in a specific order (roughly above
rely on visual and physical cues to select schema

Usage of schemas

tendencies to select schemas as early as possible to structure information
so primacy, salience, accessibility effects
various pressures to maintain status quo

Change of schemas?

but goal can pressure to change schemas
+{Tajfel, 1982 #5641}

Social Identity Theory

schema around groups useful for categorization, as well as for self-esteem

"how we classify and identify individual instances s members of larger familiar groupings"
+{Fiske, 1991 #4842}
provide maximum information w/ least cognitive effort

Principles of categorization
Derivation

*{Rosch,
2002
#5113}
&Categorization
+{Fiske,
1991
#4842} chp
4 and 5

perceived world comes as structured information

o Attributes perceived according to functional needs of individuals
o Preexisting category system also influences
o Vertical (hierarchical aggregation)

• Two dimensions
• Vertical:
determining
the “Basic
objects”

o Horizontal (distinctiveness at the same level)

o Are Information rich bundle of perceptual and functional attributes
o Basic categorization cuts fall there (a chair)
o Objects below are subordinate (an armchair)
o Objects above are superordinate (furniture)

• Horizontal: determining the “prototypes”
• Same type of analysis can apply to temporal objects (“events”)
Not based on natural attributes
Rather on a prototype or exemplar (debate on both approaches)
see self categorization and self identity
Categorization can
play a role in
intergroup
relations

ex: *{Porac, 1999 #5115}
Corporation peer group are chosen based on commonsense industries categories, but
expanded if firm performs poorly and CEO paid highly

{Tilly, 1998 #5110}
critique

categories enforces distinctions, domination and stratification in the social fabrics, often to
the detriment of minorities (ethnic, gender)
internal or external

o attention

salience

those that violate expectations

o accessibility
Cognitive processes
+{Fiske, 1991 #4842}
chap 7 and 8

o memory

for instance, priming
categories can be primed (genders, race, etc.)

memorize better schema relevant material

temporal + perceptive biases

Kahneman – Pain ratings: Give people sequence of either Severe Normal Severe or Severe
Normal Severe Mild. People rate second sequence as less painful. You remember how you
feel at the end, rather than how you felt overall.

Lord, Ross and Lepper (1979) – Biased Assimilation: People with strong opinions examine
evidence in a biased manner. Discredit studies that don’t support your view, credit those
that do.
Inferences: the result of cognitive processes
Usually, inferences compared to normative theory

since it is goal directed.

attributions
already dealt

schemas
memory
attitudes
Gathering
information
(cognitive miser pb)
sampling information

Cognitive Miser
(descriptive)

Basic steps and
their errors
+{Fiske, 1991
#4842}, figure
p348

rely upon pre-existing expectations and theories to select a sample of potentially relevant information.
(See Ross and Nisbett on lay psychology.)
extreme cases, small samples, biaised samples
ignore samples for cases
inability to combine joint probabilities

selecting information to use

inability to distinguish non diagnostics against diagnostic
inability to correct regression artifact
irregular or improper weighting

integrating information

using wrong cues
using too few cues
irregularly applying decision rules

we have biases
Social
Inferences
+{Fiske,
1991
#4842} chp
9

Heuristics.

Tversky and Kahneman 1974 identified: representativeness, availability, simulation,
anchoring and adjustment
see list of biases and heuristics in Karen's p111
Intuitive predictions +{Kahneman, 1973 #4897}

o people predict by similarity, not by statistical likelihood
o When specific evidence is given, people will ignore prior probabilities
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Gilbert (1991) - Mental Systems and Belief: Spinoza: acceptance of idea = belief in idea.
Mind is modular, breakdown causes output of early module. When trying to understand
something, you automatically accept it as true.
Small number of information bias

Various biases

making too much out of small number

{Tversky, 1971 #4687}

+{Lord, 1979 #4930}

bias assimilation and attitude polarization

overestimate the strength of the relationship between two variables (Nisbett and Ross 1980 )
+{Chapman, 1982 #5627}

massive illusory correlations
&Illusory correlation

Chapman & Chapman (1967) – Illusory Correlations: Clinical psychologist continue to believe
in the validity of certain diagnostic tests even if they are proven not to be valid indicators.
You remember the time that they correlate, you don’t remember when they don’t.
in front of threat
search for meaning

+{Taylor, 1983 #4423}

attribution

search for sense of control
increased effort for self esteem

Adaptation and dealing w/ pb

functional aspect of illusions!
+{Roese, 1997 #5630}

counterfactual thinking serves functions

escalation of commitment

+{Staw, 1976 #5002}
+{Staw, 1981 #495}

(Handbook Social Psych chp 11).
Jones and Quattrone – Outgroup homogeneity: Used university rivalry between Princeton
and Rutgers. You perceive people in the outgroup as more homogenous than they really are
and less like you than they really are.
-> stereotyping of outgroup members might be an automatic process
we have little control over

+{Fiske, 1991 #4842}

due to schema, categorizations, heuristics
aggravated by illusory correlations
model below by +{Hamilton, 1979 #5646}

Cognitive
biases create
stereotypes

categorization
into groups

two
major
processes

Within-group similarities and between group
dissimilarities are exaggerated - bias on
selection of information.

responsiveness to salient or distinctive stimuli.

Illusory correlation is assumed between membership in a group and behavior desirability,
and this affects perception of the group members.
causes
motivational?

Kunda & Sinclair (1999) - Motivated Reasoning with Stereotypes: People
activate and inhibit stereotypes as they are motivated to. Three studies: 1.
people view jewish/christian woman’s interview after positive events or
negative events. (more likely to invoke JAP stereotype after neg event) 2.
Subjects are praised or criticized by white male or women/black man, then
tested for stereotype activation. Those motivated to (criticism) activate
stereotype. 3. Subjects praised by black doctor, activates doctor to praise,
black to inhibit.

Banaji and Hardin (1996) - Automatic Stereotyping: Stereotyped associations between word
categories (female and fuzzy vs. male and science) return faster responses than
non-stereotype category associations. Gender information imparted by words can
automatically influence judgment.
Barge, Chen, Burrows (1996) – Automatic Social Behavior: Priming on a stereotype can
induce unconscious behavior. Subliminal black faces and hostility, vs. rudeness and
politeness in sentence fragment exercises and interrupting the experimenter + words about
elderly people and walking slowly down the hallway.

&Stereotyping

• Stereotypes are like an implicit personality theory or a structural framework, that serve
as a basis to the perception of others.
• Influence causal attribution - when an observed behavior is consistent with stereotypic
expectations, the perceivers is more likely to attribute it to internal dispositions of the
actor. This, in turn, confirm those stereotypes and contribute to their maintenance and
persistence over time.

Stereotypes
create
cognitive
biases

• Influence on processing information - stereotypes direct a person's attention to particular
aspects of other person's behavior; lead to certain interpretations of behavior; cause
selective retrieval of information.
stereotyping can induce pygmalion effect (see)
+{Steele, 1997 #5008}

stereotyping shape
identity and
performance

cognitive
biases have
consequences

+{Snyder, 1977 #4998}

stereotyping causes receiver to act accordingly
(men-women phone conversation)

• Influence the perceiver's own behavior toward a member of the stereotyped group.
• The perceiver's behavior affects the behavior of the target person (self fulfilling...)
• The target's behavior in modified by his perception of the stereotypic expectations from him.
effect: see gender, race
see also stereotyping and power: Fiske, S. (1994) - Controlling other people (Mortensen)
see contact hypothesis

correction?

see discussion at http://www.echeat.com/essay.php?t=26250
sources

(see various points in +{Fiske, 1991 #4842})
framework above by +{Hamilton, 1979 #5646}

central in organizational cognitions

see sensemaking

+{Fiske, 1991 #4842}
references

see Handbook review: {Dawes, 1998 #4635}
see primer +{March, 1994 #3145}

see Totalitarian Ego +{Greenwald, 1980 #4853}
people as
politicians
+{Tetlock,
1991 #5018}

Alternative Models
Accountability

cold/cognitive

Simplest strategy for coping with accountability is to make decisions that one is confident others will accept
"The maximization of favorable attitudes from others is the counterpart in sociological
theory to the maximization of profit in economic theory" (Zetterberg 1957)

self-perception (Bem)

cognitive dissonance is hot (motivation of consistency)
hot

affect in general: evaluations, moods, emotions
norms also?
see more in Gilbert 98 p123
see Self-presentation
Motive

(motivational concerns ) - self enhancing or ego defensive.
{Jones, 1982 #5780}

Actual biases in perception (informational) - augmentation principle.
psychology of self-affirmation

{Steele, 1988 #5007}

see +{Bettman, 1983 #4793} for attribution analysis in board communications
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see {Bettman, 1983 #4793} for attribution analysis in board communications
motivation has an effect through cognitions
more attention to relevant information

Reasoning
Driven by
Accuracy
Goals
Motive
vs.
Cognition

+{Kunda,
1990
#3018}

More cognitive effort

more complete rules
(all of which are limited by the cost of the cognitive effort);
to maintain
"illusion of
objectivity"

Reasoning
Driven by
Directional
Goals

Hot
vs.
Cold

deeper processing of information

motivated to arrive at a particular conclusion
search their memory for beliefs and rules that could support that conclusion.
Memory search and belief construction mechanisms:
Self-conceptions as possessing various attitudes, traits, histories.

biases in:

Biased beliefs about others, liking of others, trait and ability evaluations.
Biased beliefs about events.
Use of inferential rules (statistical heuristics) - biased search for rules.

see also +{Kunda, 1987 #4912}
see a little review of motive vs. cold inside {MacCoun, 1998 #5632}
a review
what is the source of attribution

{Nisbett, 1980 #5633}

but motivation is not necessary
informational effect (distortion)

Debates

Affective responses often precede any kind of cognitive information processing. Cognition
and emotion are under the control of separate and partially independent systems.

{Zajonc, 1980 #5035}
precedence
of emotions
{Lazarus, 1982 #5779}

Thought is a necessary condition of emotion. Cognitive appraisal of an encounter for one's
wellbeing is necessary for affective response through the information processing of initially
meaningless environmental inputs and such a procesing is deliberate & conscious.

+{Zajonc, 1980 #5035}

maybe two system in parallel?
Affect vs.

unexplained arousal is cognitively attributed

how cognition
contributes to
affects?

*+{Schachter, 1962 #457}

schema triggered affects
appraisal theories
in particular moods

emotions influences cognitions

moods affect memory

see also informational (PAT) vs. normative (SCT) for group polarization
Staw
Prospective
vs.
Retrospective

rationalizing prior behavior in an attempt
to make it appear rational.

Retrospective rationality

Tetlock

Subtopic
attributions

personology

people as psychologist

high ego-defensiveness.

biases, heuristics

decision making

people as economist

one attempts to process information in such a way
as to maximize future benefits relative to costs.

typical view of rationality,

Prospective rationality

weick: sensemaking

people as story tellers

martin: stories/scripts
tetlock

people as politicians

Communal sharing - people treat all members as equivalent
four elementary forms of sociality +{Fiske, 1992 #2653}

Authority ranking- people attend to their positions in a linear ordering
Equality matching - people keep track of the imbalances among them
Market pricing - people orient to ratio values

+{Fiske, 1998 #4677}

Recent topics

Culture Matters (see specific)

For instance: personal agency is essential in US culture
For instance differential role of uniqueness and conformity
Handbook

Seminal Papers

attitude and attitude change +{McGuire, 1985 #5044}

Yale School
Change emphasis

Modern review of personology

+{Gilbert, 1998 #4646}

Emotions attributions

12. Emotions

hot vs. cold debate
+{Dweck, 1986 #4826}

attribution of level, interact with assumption about nature of intellingence to predict type
of learning/motivation behavior

see discussion influence of motivation on cognition (kunda)

13. Motivation

Attribution theory as
a motivation theory
(Kelly, )

Locus of control
(internal vs.
external)

{Rotter, 1966 #5763}

Attraction

11. Attitude

14. Interpers

see *{Lee, 2001 #318} in interpersonal

17. Self & identity

self and social cognition

see self for actor-observer biases
see lost of aspects in Fiske Chp 6

see Attitude for actor observer biases
see influence: early Yale/Hovland tradition: change of attitude
Pol and Influence for Persuation/attitude change

18. Power Influence

stereotyping and power: Fiske, S. (1994) - Controlling other people (Mortensen)
19. Leadership
30. Misc

Leadership: +{Meindl, 1985 #4945}
leadership w/ cognitive: see Kelley review "p16"
see cross cultural for various attitude variance

To Scan micro
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